TROUT LINES
President’s Message
by Mike Beachy
2016 will be the ten year anniversary for LECTU. That is a big deal for me. At age 57 ten years
doesn’t seem like that long anymore however it seems like I can’t remember what it was like
without LECTU taking up a lot of my attention either.
At the inception of this organization several of us had the vision that the Little Elkhart River could be
a year round trout fishery. We knew that it would not be easy and that it would demand a lot of work
in order to change the mindset of the Department of Natural Resources, landowners and fishermen.
The biggest advantage we had was that for the most part not many people cared about the river.
The majority of the property owners viewed the river as a drainage ditch or a livestock watering
source. The DNR used the river as a place to throw in a bunch of rainbow trout for fishermen to
slaughter. They viewed the state’s trout program as a success if half the freshly stocked rainbow
trout were taken home for consumption during the first week. The majority of the so called trout
fishermen measured their
success by how fast they
were able to put a limit of
trout on the stringer
opening day morning.
There were a few of us that
would trout fish the Little
Elkhart long after the
opening day. It was difficult
to find a trout in the Little
Elkhart form June on.
Catching a stray rainbow
during the summer was
truly a special event and
occasionally you would turn
a brown trout planted by
the Elkhart Conservation
Club. The population of
trout in the river was so
sparse that it was not worth
the effort. The river was in
poor condition due to
livestock manure pollution, logjams with bank erosion. Looking back the situation looked pretty
dismal.
In July 2004 I was fishing a wooded section that is now part of the catch and release area. I observed
a big trout come to the surface and feed on a bug. I just happened to be at the right place at the
right time. I tied on a big dry fly and caught that trout. It was a 20 inch brown. I snapped a photo and
released that fish. At that instant I knew that this river had more to offer, had potential that was

untapped, that it could be something really special. There were a handful of other trout fishermen
who felt the same way, some I was familiar with and others I did not know at the time. Trout
Unlimited brought us together and we started to get to work.
A lot has changed for the Little Elkhart River over the past ten years. LECTU has had an influence
however we cannot take full credit, especially when it comes to water quality. It just so happens that
LaGrange County recognized the water quality and water use problems around the same time as
our chapter’s beginnings. LaGrange County hired LGL Associates to study and treat the issues that
were causing the e-coli contamination in the river. After years of work that included working with
farmers along the banks of the river fencing out livestock, providing alternative watering sources
and planting denuded river banks at an expense of several million dollars the water is once again
flowing very clean.
In 2004 and 2005 Jim Phillips and myself
were working very hard to convince the DNR
to convert a short section of the Little Elkhart
River into a catch and release protected trout
fishing section. In an effort to garner support
we spent a lot of time speaking to fishermen
from fishing clubs throughout Indiana. The
added interest in our cause and in the Little
Elkhart River and its trout cemented the need
for a supporting organization to protect,
manage and help the river and protect the
fishery. This is where our chapter started
with a bunch of concerned trout fishermen.
We began as the Little Elkhart Restoration
Association then decided to become a Trout
Unlimited Chapter in 2006.
Over the past ten years LECTU has established a brown trout reintroduction stocking program and a
trout habitat/stream improvement project. We continue to work with property owners in an effort to
keep fishing opportunities open to public fishermen on their private property. We strive to make the
local public aware of what they have and the value of keeping it pristine.
The Little Elkhart River has been transformed from an Indiana muddy ditch that gets stocked with
trout every spring for public slaughter to one of a handful of naturally flowing Indiana cold water
streams containing a naturally reproducing population of brown trout. The Little E offers the trout
angler a year round trout fishery.
The River is fishing better today than it ever has. This being said we cannot assume that this will be
the case forever. LECTU must continue our vigilance and expand our reach if we are to have trout
fishing to the extent we expect over the next ten years. Changes are evident. Urban sprawl
threatens our access to the stream. Agricultural demands on the water table/ water flow could
become a big issue in the future. We must prepare for an increase in fishing pressure by restoring
more areas of stream throughout the entire 18 mile length in preparation. Yes we have made some
amazing strides these first ten years but I feel we have just begun.

Daragh Deegan to be Featured Speaker
at Annual Spring Outing

by Mike Beachy
Daragh Deegan is the Aquatic Biologist for the Elkhart-South Bend Aquatic Community Monitoring
Program. The main focus of his position is monitoring biological communities in the Rivers and
Streams of Elkhart and St. Joseph Counties. He also dedicates a significant amount of time to
community outreach and education. When not out wading in local streams or talking with to local
students, he works with local river based organizations. Deegan is a board director for the Elkhart
River Restoration Association, Vice President of the Friends of the St. Joseph River, and President of
the St. Joseph River Basin Commission. Deegan is very interested in stream restoration and
enhancement projects and is currently working on several dam removal and fish passage projects in
the Elkhart area. He also has various research interests including the influence of pesticides,
hormones, and other pollutants on fish health and
reproduction.
I have known Daragh for quite a while and not only is he an
Aquatic Biologist but he is also quite a fishermen. I guess
going around the Elkhart and St Joseph County, shocking up
the fish kind of gives him an angler edge. Daragh helped
our Chapter out when we were observing a high number of
chestnut lamprey several years ago and has volunteered on
many of our habitat projects
Daragh has been performing fish shocking surveys on the
Little Elkhart River for many years as did his predecessors
and has a distinct insight on the quality of the water system
and the trout that inhabit it. Daragh will be conducting a
shocking demonstration while at the Annual Outing as part
of his presentation. Daragh will then display the fish
captured, identify them and discuss how each species relates to the ecology of the river system.
If you have never watched a fish shocking survey being done it is really neat to see. I encourage you
come out and watch the shocking and hear what Daragh has to report. Daragh’s demonstration and
presentation will begin around 11:00 am.

Fly Tying Seminars
by Mike Beachy
LECTU has been holding monthly Fly Tying Sessions again this winter. On December 19 Mike
Beachy demonstrated the making of dubbing brushes using stainless steel wire and a cordless drill.
Once everyone had a home made dubbing brush he demonstrated how to fabricate an articulated
streamer utilizing the dubbing brush. Mike demonstrated a bead head emerger and a caddis pattern
that has been a hot winter fly on the Little Elkhart River in addition.
March 19 fly tying session will be dedicated to fabricating flies for the St. Joe River Valley Fly
Fishermen Club’s Tie-A-Thon. The recipient of this year’s Tie-A-Thon donated flies will be Casting
for Recovery of Michigan. CFR is a fly fishing therapy organization to aid breast cancer survivors.

April 16 fly tying session will be dedicated to fabricating flies for fundraising at our Annual Spring
Outing. Our intentions are to fill some fly boxes with flies that will be featured during the Fly Fishing
Clinic portion of the Outing. These flies will then be part of the raffle/silent auction fundraising
portion of the Outing.
All member fly tiers are welcome to attend these fly tying sessions. You will need to bring your tying
vise, a variety of tying threads, fly tying tools and a table lamp if normal room light is not strong
enough. Materials are provided by our guest tiers when one is leading the class otherwise bring
materials enough to tie the fly of your choice or enough for several tiers if you would like to
demonstrate a particular fly.
Fly tying sessions are hosted by Keith Loutzenhiser in his basement. Please RSVP if you are planning
to attend so we can get an idea as to how many folks we need to plan for lunch. If you decide to
come at the last minute it is okay to do so without the RSVP since we generally have extra. You can
reach Keith at(574) 524-5140 with a text message or email at keithloutzenhiser@yahoo.com to
RSVP. We usually begin at 9:00am and end sometime in the early afternoon. These sessions are for
you to learn and have a good time, no pressure.

Brown Trout Stocking and Adopt-A-Trout Fundraiser
by Mike Beachy
One of the best moves this Chapter has ever invested in is our brown trout stocking effort. 2016 will
mark the eighth year our chapter has stocked the Little Elkhart River with brown trout.
Our stocking project started as a means to provide
catchable trout into the catch and release section
of river. Past experience showed that brown trout
have the ability to survive in the marginal summer
temperatures exhibited in the Little Elkhart. The
catch and release water was established so that
the river had an area where trout would not be
harvested. The depletion of state stocked
rainbows prior to the catch and release area being
established left the river without a high enough
concentration of trout to make it worthwhile to
attempt trout fishing a mere 3 weeks after the
opening day. Our goal initially was to jumpstart a
population of browns into this area in order to
have a trout fishery that would last all summer
long.
The first year we planted brown trout into the catch and release area we were amazed at the result.
Not only did we have trout fishing all summer but we were taking both our newly stocked browns
and many more holdover rainbows than we ever thought possible. For some reason with a higher
number of brown trout establishing residency in this section it also held the rainbows stocked by the
state for a much longer period of time.
After several years of brown trout stocking we found that not only did we establish a sizable
population of browns and state stocked rainbows but we noticed the appearance of naturally

reproduced brown trout. Browns started to show up that were smaller than we stocked. We also
started to observe spawning brown trout in the fall.
What started out as a means of providing trout to catch has ended up being a population of naturally
reproducing brown trout. This is really good news. Our only problem was that the catch and release
area is only 2 miles long and restocking 500 brown trout annually into this short of section would
soon test the limits of the holding capacity in this section. We have been working on that with our
stream habitat improvement projects.
At high and normal water levels we have plenty of holding habitat. It is only at low water levels that
this section would be stressed. We have created many areas with fish habitat crib structures,
diversions and wing dams made from materials naturally in the river. These projects have
constricted the channel, scoured out the sand accumulations, increased the oxygen at low flows and
augmented the available cover that is utilized by trout year round.
Our next venture into the brown trout stocking plan is to add
some larger more mature browns in an effort to jumpstart a
higher concentration of reproducing fish. The catch and release
section is open ended meaning these browns have the ability to
venture outside the section, they are not held captive. In the fall
during spawn these browns will migrate to other parts of the river
system. In doing so the population concentration of mature fish is
thinned down. We want to play match maker. The browns we
stock seem to hold in the catch and release for at least the first
year with many establishing a permanent residency. If we can
somehow get a high population of mature browns in the same
area during the spawn we have a better chance of having a
higher rate of reproduction.
In 2015 LECTU planted 50 browns that were at least three years
of age. A brown trout will be mature enough to spawn at three
years old and the older they are the better they are at
reproducing. For 2016 we are planning on ordering 100 mature brown trout in addition to the
normal 500, 9 to 11 inch browns we have been stocking . This additional stocking of 100 mature
browns does drive up the cost however it is still a manageable figure. This is an experiment as was
our first stocking back in 2008. At the very least these extra 100 larger brown trout will provide
fishermen with an exciting outing on the river.
Our fundraising drive for the Adopt-A-Trout brown trout stocking project is now underway.
Members will be mailed 5 Adopt-A-Trout raffle tickets. The Grand Prize for the Adopt-A-Trout raffle
in 2016 is an Orvis Helios 2, 9 foot 6 weight fly rod (personalized with LECTU 10th anniversary)
coupled with an Orvis Mirage III gold colored fly reel or $400, winner's choice. This is a really
nice “top of the line” prize however the real prize is the availability of trout to our membership in the
close proximity of northern Indiana.
Your participation in the raffle is voluntary. It is our hope that we can raise the needed funds to keep
this project self sustaining with no need for tapping into our operating funds. So far we have been
able to do that thanks to the support of this Chapter membership and those of us that hustle raffle
tickets at fly shows and neighboring fishing clubs. Giving what you can is all we can ask and who
knows maybe you will be rewarded with a nice fly fishing outfit. Thank you in advance!

LECTU Spring Outing
by Mike Beachy
May 7, 2016 will mark the date for LECTU’s Annual Spring Outing. We will be holding our Outing at
Riverbend Park, 511 East Warren St, Middlebury, Indiana. Admission begins at 8:00 am and is once
again free to all attending. We are extending an open invitation to all our membership as well as to
our “friends” from neighboring trout and fly fishing clubs. Members are welcome to bring friends
and family along, members or not.
For those of you who have had the pleasure of attending our Annual Outing in the past, you know
how informative they are. For those who have never as of yet attended the Outing, you should;
especially this year. We are going to do something completely different in 2016.
2016 will mark the 10 year anniversary for the Little Elkhart Chapter of Trout Unlimited. A ten year
mark gives us a chance to look back at all we have accomplished since we started. I have been trout
fishing the Little Elkhart since I was very young and I can honestly say that the River is fishing better
than it ever has. In light of this we want our membership to enjoy this fishery as much as we locals
get to so our Annual Outing is going to focus on fishing the Little Elkhart River. We want you to have
success when you make the venture to the Little Elkhart River so we are going to tell you all the
secrets we know by running a Trout Fishing Clinic all morning.
The Clinic will be broken into mini-clinics classes running about 20 minutes each, taught by our
resident local fly fishermen. I am not going to call them experts because I don’t think there is such a
thing when it comes to fly fishing. These guys however have had a lot of experience coupled with a
lot of success fly fishing the Little Elkhart River utilizing the techniques they will be teaching. Our
goal is to pass on some of this knowledge to those taking advantage of it. The clinic subjects covered
will be nymph fishing, dry flies, soft hackles, streamers and jig fishing heavy cover. Each instructor
will give a short presentation on the flies that produce the best, the type of water to look for, the
time of year this technique works best, any special equipment needed and the best setup and so on.
Each instructor will then give an in stream demonstration as to how to fish the technique they are
describing. There will be time for questions and comments. It is our hope that the students will pick
up some tips that will give them an advantage when they are fishing trout on the Little Elkhart River.
You are free to attend those areas that interest you or attend all the mini-clinics. Handouts will be
made available with notes from the clinics complete with a map of the River with highlighted access
points. These instructors are the guys who know this river and the behavior of these trout better
than almost anyone so why not ask them for pointers.
Charlie Ray will be on hand to provide fly casting instruction to anyone who wants it on the casting
course. Charlie is a fly casting instructor with many years of experience. He teaches both our
beginning fly fishing course and our advanced class. Charlie can spot problems in your cast and
help you correct it with a little tweaking. Charlie is very good with those just beginning the art of fly
casting too. Charlie will be working the casting course all morning so take advantage of his wisdom.
Charlie will provide equipment or you can bring your own.
We will have a fly tier constructing flies that are proven patterns on our stream. His demonstration
will begin around 9:00 am and continue as long as there is interest throughout the morning. He is
there for you to observe and answer any questions you may have about the type of flies that work on
the Little E and anything else about the art of fly tying.

Our Featured Speaker is going to be Daragh Deegan. Daragh is a Goshen resident and an Aquatic
Biologist employed by the city of Elkhart and South Bend. Daragh has done shocking surveys on the
Little Elkhart River over several years and knows firsthand about the uniqueness of this watershed
and the water quality. Daragh will be conducting a stream shocking demonstration and telling us
about the specimens he brings to net and how they relate to our river and water quality. The actual
stream shocking survey is really neat to see and sure to be a crowd pleaser.
At noon we will once again hold a cookout style luncheon. For a $5 donation you can enjoy a burger
and all the fixings prepared by our resident chef Bill Myers and his crew.
After lunch we will hold a relaxed fundraising event of raffles and a silent auction. We will raffle off
the Adopt-A-Trout rod and reel. There will be a variety of items available to choose from in the raffle
and silent auction like custom rods and guided fishing trips to fly boxes and so on. The list of items is
growing as our donations and purchases are ongoing.
This year’s Annual Spring Outing promises to be one of the best yet. If you have” been there and
done that “, this year will be all new. For those members who have not been to the Outing before,
this should be the year you need to attend.
* The Annual Spring Outing is an outdoor rain or shine event. Please dress appropriately.
We have experienced everything from bright sunshine and hot to cold and rainy.
Remember you can always take a layer off. Early May can be surprisingly cool. The Trout
Fishing Technique Clinic will be held in the stream, attendees will be bankside. The trails
along the stream may be soft a muddy in May.
** LECTU only accepts checks and cash for the fundraising event. Please plan accordingly.
2016 Annual Spring Outing: Schedule of Events
8:00 am
8:30 am
9:00 am
9:30 am
10:00 am
10:30 am
11:00 am
12:00 noon
1:00 pm
1:20 pm

Admission Free for all Members and Non-Members
Trout Clinic 101; Nymph Fishing
Fly Casting Instruction with Charlie Ray
Trout Clinic 101; Dry Flies
Fly Tying Demonstration begins
Trout Clinic 101; Soft Hackles
Trout Clinic 101; Streamers
Trout Clinic 101; Jig Fishing Log Jams
Featured Presentation including stream shocking survey
By Daragh Deegan
Cookout Luncheon Served/$5 Donation
President’s Message
Fundraising Silent Auction and Raffles

LECTU on the Road
by Mike Beachy
April 2, 2016: LECTU will be attending the Three Rivers Fly Fishing Show in Fort Wayne. The show
will be held at the Classic Café. This show features fly tier demonstrations and vendors. It will be the
second year for this show that is building up to be a really nice event. LECTU will have a table booth
at this show promoting our Chapter and answering questions about our home waters.

The Day the Stars Aligned
by Mike Beachy
Winter trout fishing can be spotty at best. The best part about fishing for trout on the Little Elkhart
River during the winter is simply getting outside and enjoying the sights and sounds that winter
offers. The catch rate is usually low due to the inactivity of the trout. Trout are a cold water species
and do well in the winter however the cold water reduces the trout’s metabolism and the demand to
eat is reduced. Cold water holds more oxygen than warmer water so the trout generally are in good
condition when taken in the winter.
Friday January 8, 2016 was a day that I will remember forever. I don’t really believe in luck when it
comes to fishing but there is something to be said for being at the right place at the right time and
perhaps that is a lucky situation. I don’t know if the stars aligned, the barometric pressure was right,
the moon phase was hot or just dumb luck but something made the usually lethargic winter trout go
nuts on this day.
December had been very mild with no snow accumulation to speak of. We had gotten quite a bit of
rain and the river was up to normal spring levels but nowhere near flooding. The week between
Christmas and New Year’s Day had gotten cold with several days with high temperatures only in the
20’s. The first week of January was cold but not harshly cold. On Friday January 8th the high
temperature reached 42 degrees following Thursday evening rain showers, a warm spell due to the
jet stream. Predicted highs for the following Monday were supposed to be in the teens at best. This
is a weather window of opportunity I try to catch in the winter for trout fishing the Little Elkhart
River.
Since deer hunting season had just ended I was able to get back into an area where I was restricted
from trout fishing since the first of October so the trout I was fishing for had been untouched for
three months. I was fishing with a fly that I call a “bald caddis”. The river was slightly off color
otherwise perfect. On my second drift I took a nice holdover rainbow that was in great condition
with a fat belly and brilliant colors. It jumped twice and pulled hard prior to coming to the net. I was
happy because I had caught a trout. In the winter you had best be happy to catch a single trout
because most times that is about the extent of the catches.
I moved up stream to another classic holding spot and on the third drift took a tiny brown trout. It
had to be a naturally reproduced fish since it was smaller than the size we stock. Wow two trout in a
15 minute period of time. I thought this is unusual for this time of year. On my next drift through the
same run I took another brown about 12 inches. This was really weird. Generally once you take a
brown from a spot the rest of the brown trout in the run are alerted and do not strike a fly especially
the same fly and most of the time you will not get another brown trout out of that spot until you give
it time to rest. The second brown acted as if he was energized by seeing his buddy being caught.

As I worked my way upstream I was taking trout out of almost all the places that should be holding
trout. My plan was to fish upstream with the nymph and fish back down with a streamer. I started
fishing at 12:30 and I knew it would be getting dark at about 5:00 so at about 2:30 I would start to
retrace my path back downstream. At 2:00 I had taken 9 trout, all on the caddis and all by nymph
fishing. I switched over to a small light colored streamer. I had 3 strikes or flashes at the streamer in
a short period of time but no hookups. I may be a slow learner but at least I eventually learn. The
trout were not active enough to commit on the streamer. Their instinct was telling them to go after
the streamer but for some reason they were not connecting. I abandoned the streamer for a heavy
nymph and cast down to where I had just had a flash at my streamer. The nymph hit the water and I
let it hang in the current. Bam! The trout took the nymph.
I continued to work my way back downstream fishing the same areas I had just fished only with a
downstream nymphing technique. This is basically casting in front of cover, letting it hang and even
stripping the nymph back upstream (that is not supposed to work). The trout were loving it. I don’t
think I had any hits on the nymph that did not end with a trout in the net.
Somewhere about 3:00 the sky opened up and began to pour. For about a half an hour it rained
pretty hard. The river turned cloudy due to the lack of weed growth on the banks that acts as a
buffer in the summer months. The fishing shut off. I switched back to a streamer but had no activity
so I went back to the heavy nymph but added a second fly about 18 inches behind it. The second fly
was a bright pink San Juan worm. Holy smokes you would have thought I was using real bait. The
trout were eating the worm like crazy. I modified my technique to a more drifting down river nymph
style so the worm rolled along near the bottom. By 5:00 I had taken 19 trout and was nearly back to
where I had started. The River was fishing like it does in April but this was January.
The river was beginning to clear so I decided to try a dark streamer one last time before I quit. It
was starting to get dark already. I cast the streamer as far downstream as I could and let out more
line to get a long retrieve. I then mended the line so it would run along a long undercut bank under
some overhanging bushes. I started to strip the streamer in long slow strips with the occasional
mend to keep the retrieve up against the far side bank. I thought I felt a hit while I was mending but
wasn’t sure but as I began to strip a big brown whacked it. I strip set the hook and the trout jumped.
It was a brute, 18 to 20 inches. As I fought the fish I could tell something was not right. I either had it
foul hooked or the line was wrapped around the fish and hung up on a fin. In the dim light of the
setting winter sun on a cloud cover day my fly came unpinned just as I made a scoop with the net. I
touch the trout with the net but did not capture him in the bag. I’m calling that a quick release and
counting it!
All in all I fished five hours and caught 20 trout. For January that is some crazy trout fishing. I did
have an advantage. I was fishing an area that I was very familiar with so I knew the holding areas as
well as where the snag were and so on. I also have a lot of experience fishing the Little Elkhart River
but have had enough experience to know what a stellar day is like and this certainly was one of
those. The best part about the day was the number of small naturally reproduced brown trout I
caught. Of the 20 trout 8 were small browns in the six to seven inch range. In most waters small
trout are viewed as disappointing but for us this should be viewed as success and hopefully a better
future for our fishery. It is my hope that a 20 fish day in the dead of winter will become a common
event.

Beachy’s Bald Caddis
by Mike Beachy
Hook:
Bead:
Thread:
Collar:
Body:

Scud or egg hook size 10
Tungsten 3.2mm, 1/8” black
For head portion black 8/0
Midge diamond braid in green, brown or peacock
Small black hackle feather
Option I) midge diamond braid in green or peacock
Option II) pink and peach thread coated with epoxy
Option III) Ultra chenille size micro fluorescent pink

This fly happened by mistake. I was fishing a private trout club called Briarwood south of Lima, Ohio
this summer with my buddy Jeff from Indianapolis. The trout at this place are all stocked into a
series of ponds that cascade down a valley fed cold water from a bottom fed earthen dammed up
lake. Even though the trout fishing is anything but natural it is still fun and the trout are not easy to
entice on a fly.
Jeff and I were experimenting with different flies in an attempt to find out what these trout would
eat. This is not a match the hatch type of game it is more of a stumbling upon dumb luck
methodology. I was using a fly similar to this with a bead head diamond braid collar but it was
dressed up on the back end. It was a gaudy fly that was not tied very well. I hooked a trout on it and
after a short fight I landed it only to find the fly was torn up from the trout’s teeth. I continued to fish
the fly as it was slowly coming apart. After another trout the back end of the fly was gone and only
the bead and collar remained. I figured what the heck and kept fishing the thing and kept catching
fish just on the bead and collar.
Jeff wanted to bum one of my flies and I told him I didn’t have anything like this in my box. I showed
him what I was using and he asked what it was call and I jokingly replied it’s a “bald caddis”. That
evening we sat at the vise a started messing around with some concept flies using the bald caddis as
a start. All of the patterns have essentially the same bead head and collar of diamond braid and a
black hackle. These three options for the body have proven to catch trout on the Little Elkhart River.
It is about as easy of a fly to tie as you can get yet. Even though it is an easy tie it has become one of
my go to patterns in the winter.
As always experimentation is welcomed when tying flies. You should tie some of these but also try
making the body out of other colors, materials until you find some combination that I have not
thought of. Have fun and good fishing!
Option I: Diamond Braid Body
Place bead on hook, tie in midge diamond
braid well down the curve of the hook. Wrap braid body to about
1/8 inch from bead. Tie in a hackle feather then continue to wrap
braid to the back on the bead. Wrap hackle feather over the braid
2 to 3 wraps up to the bead and tie off and cement.

Option II: Thread Wrap Body
Place bead on hook. Using a bright pink flat waxed thread like
Danville wrap thread base to well down the hook curve. Make a
little “hot spot” pink ball at the end. Wrap over the rest of the
worm body with a peach thread to 1/8th inch behind bead. Coat
the body with some sort of thick clear cement. I like the light
activated clear goo. Tie in hackle feather and diamond braid for
the collar like the first option to finish off the last 1/8” behind the
bead.

Option III: Ultra Chenille Body
Place bead on hook. Use a thread to match the color of micro ultra
chenille and wrap thread down the curve of the hook. Burn the tip of
the chenille to melt so it will not fray then tie in the burnt end leaving a
short tail extending with 2 tight wraps of thread. Lift chenille and wrap
thread up the hook to about half way to bead and tie down chenille
again with two tight wraps. Lift chenille again and wrap thread to just
short of the bead and tie down chenille and trim off excess. Half hitch
thread and switch to black thread to finish collar like the past two
options with diamond braid and hackle.
Little Elkhart Chapter of Trout Unlimited
509 Gra-Roy Dr.
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